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PRESS RELEASE
Hyper Switch, the new game of Inverge Studios
It will be available from May 24
Hyper Switch is the name of the lastest mobile game released by the developer Inverge
Studios. It is a game of simple mechanics, developed in just one month and which will be
available from Wednesday 24th of May at the stores of Google Play (Android) and App Store
(iOS).
The application comes to the market completely free, although it allows you to remove
the ads for a small price (1.99€). It is an arcade runner game with 6 initial levels to overcome,
where you will have to combine reflexes, memory and patience.
In Hyper Switch our character and the environment are really linked. To be able to go
through the levels, we must learn to master the Switch – the main mechanic of the game –
consisting of the color change of the character to swap its collisions with the level.
For our part, we think “it’s a game for people who like challenges. It follows the style of
other well-known titles like Geometry Dash, but the change of color in the gameplay makes it
completely different and a real challenge at a mental level. We have good perspectives with this
game and we plan to expand it very soon if we observe a good response from users.”
Link to the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GA6Rc2qlKzY
Attached images of the game. Links to the game:
Google Play: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.InvergeStudios.HyperSwitch
App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hyper-switch/id1228642413?l=es&ls=1&mt=8
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Nivel Oculto: https://niveloculto.com/hyper-switch-dando-una-vuelta-al-endlessrunner/
Portal Hoy: https://portalhoy.com/actualidad/hyper-switch-lo-nuevo-inverge-studiosandroid-e-ios/
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Javier Gerona Sellés
Lead Marketing, UX/UI Design & Community Manager
Email: javierg@invergestudios.com
Phone number: +34 965 67 53 65
Our web: www.invergestudios.com

About Inverge Studios
Inverge Studios is a video game "Start-up" founded in November 2016 by six Multimedia
Engineers willing to undertake. They have been doing projects together for three years and they
have won several awards. Among them, the 2016 Brains Eden festival held in Cambridge (United
Kingdom). Currently developing video games for mobile devices, specifically for iOS and Android.

